
KEEP MAKING GREAT MUSIC !    www.futureloops.com 

GROOVE SERIES >>  ESSENTIAL DEEP HOUSE TOOLS 

Future Loops presents Essential Deep House Tools, a 

must-have collection of superbly produced Deep House 

samples & loops! 

 

Featuring 1900+ sounds  Essential Deep House Tools 

brings you a selection of the finest sample tools that 

Deep House has to offer:  expect fresh and exciting 

vibes, warm and deep grooves,  pulsing basslines , 

mellow synths , swinging drums , chopped vocals and 

much more....all 100% Royalty-Free and ready for mixing 

stand out tracks that will get the dance-floors going for 

hours ! 

 

 

- Developed To Standout As An Essential Pack For 

Deep House Productions - 

 

Over 2.8 GB of high quality content that was 

meticulously and flawlessly crafted with an impressive 

diversity and a very distinct style: 
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//Full Drum Loops 

 

Exiting and contagious drum beats read to drop into your mix 

 

 

//Kick Loops 

 

Thick 4/4 layers as individual drum loops for full Kick control 

 

 

//Top Loops 

 

Complex and alluring rhythmic and percussive patterns ad layers, kick-free for 

extra groove control ! 

 

 

//Bass Loops 

 

Pulsing , funky , deep . Infectious basslines that will make your tracks 

irresistible! 

 

 

//Synth 

 

From gated synths , lush sequences and smooth arpeggios to broken chords , plucked works 

and more ! 

 

//Chords 

 

Addictive , Warm and Luxurious progressions! 

 

 

//Vox FX 

 

Processed and chopped up vocals ! 

 

//Special FX 

 

Rises, Tonals, Crashes, White Noise and more - the right elements to add that extra juicy 

elements to your mixes ! 

 

 

//Full Music Loops 

 

Special full grooves using a combo of the melodic elements included , pre-mixed and ready to 

go! 

 

 

//INSANE collection of One-Shots 

 

How about over 1234 drum hits of pure Deep House bliss including Kicks , Claps , Hats , 

Percussion , Snares and more ? Sounds good! 

 

In Total: 

 

1931 WAV Samples 

 

- 697 Loops 

- 1234 One-Shots 

 

 

524 REX Loops 

 

2.8+ GB 

 


